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The electronic structure of some poly~phenylenevinylene!s have been investigated by resonant and
nonresonant x-ray inelastic scattering spectroscopies. The nonresonant as well as all resonant
spectra for each polymer demonstrate benzene-like features, indicating a local character of the x-ray
emission in which the phenyl ring acts as a building block. Theoretical simulations of x-ray energies
and intensities taking the repeat unit as a model molecule of the polymer agree with the
experimental spectra fairly well. The edges of the occupied bands have been identified in the
nonresonant spectra of each polymer. By subtracting the emission energy of the highest occupied
molecular orbital in the nonresonant spectrum from the core excitation energy in the resonant
spectrum an alternative way to determine the optical band gap is obtained. As for free benzene the
outerp band in the polymer spectra show a depletion of the emission going from the nonresonant
to the resonant x-ray emission spectra. It is demonstrated that this transition, which is strictly
symmetry forbidden for free benzene, becomes effectively forbidden in the polymer case as a result
of strong interference effects, and it is argued that this is the general case for resonant x-ray emission
of conjugated polymers as far as the frozen orbital approximation holds. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50914-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic conjugated polymers have the electronic str
ture of semiconductors and can be doped to become g
conductors.1 Conjugated polymers are now used as act
materials in a wide variety of prototype applications such
light emitting diodes2 and organic transistors.3,4 As a first
stage of an investigation it is important to obtain insight in
the electronic properties of the undoped neutral compou
and to determine the characteristics of hole injection p
cesses and light emission in connection with luminesce
phenomena. Most of the interesting chemistry and physic
conjugated polymers is associated with the details of
electronic structure at the valence and conduction band e
and, in this connection, various electron spectroscopies
be used as tools for diagnosis of the relevant electronic
geometric properties.

Electron spectra often show a complicatio
simplification pattern with respect to the size of an oligom
The simple spectral structure of the free monomer is com
cated by the additional repeat units. However, a simplifi
tion can take place when periodic boundary conditions
introduced, with spectra that might show remarka
molecular-like features. The convergence pattern is evide
5990021-9606/98/108(14)/5990/7/$15.00
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dependent on the type of electronic process, and on the
and size of the repeat unit. Core photoelectron spectra~XPS!
are believed to converge quite rapidly along an oligom
series due to the local nature of the core excitati
deexcitation processes, which has been demonstrated p
ously by x-ray absorption~XA ! spectroscopy. However, little
seems to be known experimentally about the correspond
behavior for radiative and nonradiative emission sp
troscopies in oligomers and polymers. This paper describ
study of a set of poly~phenylenevinylene!s using x-ray emis-
sion ~XE! spectroscopy, which has been shown to be a po
erful technique for studying electronic structures in oth
contexts.

X-ray emission spectra reflect resonant and nonreso
x-ray scattering which occur due to an interaction of incide
x-ray photons with a target consisting of atoms, molecules
a solid. The target is excited from the ground stateuo& to a
core excited stateu i & by absorption of an incoming x-ray
photon (g) with specific frequency, wave vector and pola
ization vector. The core excited state is metastable due
vacuum zero vibrations or interelectron Coulomb interact
and can therefore decay to final statesu f & in two different
ways, by emitting x-ray photons or by emitting high-ener
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Auger electrons;M1g→Mi→M f1g8 and M1g→Mi

→M f1e2 constituting the radiative, respectively nonrad
tive, decay channels of the x-ray scattering process. W
the frequency of the incident x-ray photons is tuned below
closely above the core ionization threshold resonant core
citation takes place. It is natural to refer to this case as
resonant x-ray scattering~RXS! or x-ray Raman scattering
The absorption-emission processes and the energy rela
are sketched in Fig. 1 and is further described in the met
and computational section of this paper.

The x-ray emission technique provides a means of
tracting chemical information in the form of molecular o
bital ~MO! population and local density distribution of ce
tain symmetries owing to the dipole character of the radia
decay and the localization of core-hole states.5,6 The reso-
nance inelastic x-ray scattering~RIXS! measurements ar
symmetry selective at high resolution. However, the re
tively low fluorescence yield and instrument efficiencies
sociated with x-ray emission in the ultra-soft x-ray regim
results in a considerable demand on the experimental m
surements in this spectral region. Therefore, an intense e
tation source is required, something that has limited the
tivity in this field.

In the present work we probe the electronic struct
of a set of poly~phenylenevinylene!s ~see in Fig. 2!:
poly~phenylenevinylene! ~PPV!, poly~4,48-diphenylene
diphenylvinylene! ~PDPV! and, poly~1,3-
phenylenediphenylvinylene! ~PMPV!. We use x-ray absorp

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the resonant x-ray Raman process.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagrams of poly-phenylene-vinylene compounds
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tion and x-ray emission spectroscopies in order to unders
the influence of alkyl substituents in the top region of t
valence band and at the band gap. These compounds
made up of six membered carbocyclic aromatic rings c
nected by short hydrocarbon bridges. We have investiga
the general character of the polymers in both resonant
nonresonant inelastic x-ray scattering spectra. We find
deed a strong molecular-like appearance of the polym
spectra. This appearance is not a signature of the repeat
but of the benzene ring, which thus has a large contribut
in the spectra. To compare our experimental findings w
theory we have carried out calculations of the nonreson
and resonant spectra within the molecular orbital mode
investigate the possibility of a building block interpretatio
for x-ray emission.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed at beamline 7.0 at
Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Labo
ratory ~LBNL !. The beamline comprises a 99-pole, 5 c
period undulator and a spherical-grating monochroma7

covering the spectral energy range between 60 and 1000
Near edge x-ray absorption fine structure~NEXAFS! spectra
were obtained by measuring the total electron yield from
sample with 0.15 eV resolution of the monochromator of t
beamline. The NEXAFS spectra were normalized to the
cident photon current using a clean gold mesh in front of
sample to correct for intensity fluctuations in the phot
beam. The XE spectra were recorded using a high-resolu
grazing-incidence x-ray fluorescence spectrometer.8 During
the x-ray emission measurements the resolution of the mo
chromator of the beamline and the x-ray fluorescence sp
trometer were 0.15 eV and 0.50 eV, respectively. T
samples were scanned during the recording of XE spectr
avoid the effects from photon-induced decomposition of
polymer molecules. The base pressure in the experime
chamber was 531029 mbar.

The PPV sample was prepared from a soluble TH
leaving group precursor polymer.9 The precursor was spin
coated onto optically flat Si~110! wafers, and converted to
PPV at 240 °C for 10 hours under a mild vacuum
531026 mbar. The PDPV and PMPV samples were p
pared by McMurry coupling of 4,48-dibenzoylbiphenyl and
metadibenzoylbenzene respectively, following the meth
described by Millichamp.10 The crude products were purifie
by equilibrium fractionation ~chloroform solven/heptane
non-solvent @20 °C) following the technique describ
previously.11 The PMPV and PDPV polymers were spin
coated from 2 mg/ml polymer/chloroform solution onto o
tically flat Si~110! substrates. All the samples were sealed
an N2 atmosphere in glass and were exposed to air for v
short time just before they were introduced into the vacu
system for XE measurements.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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III. THEORETICAL METHOD

The present calculation assumes second order pertu
tion theory for the interaction of x-ray photons with the ta
get. The cross section of resonant x-ray inelastic scatte
~RIXS! is then expressed as:12–15

s~v8,vo!5(
nn

v8

v
uFnn~v!u2F~v81vnn2vo!, ~1!

whereF(v2vo) in the incoming photon distribution func
tion centered at frequencyvo . uFnn(v)u is the Kramers–
Heisenberg formula for the resonant x-ray scatter
amplitude16,17

Fnn~v!5(
k

f nn
k ~v!, ~2!

f nn
k ~v!5avnkvnk~n!

~e1* dnk!~e2dkn~n!!

v2vnk1 iGnk
, ~3!

wheref nn
k (v) denotes the partial or channel amplitude of t

RIXS process. Thekth channel amplitudef nn
k (v) describes

the two-photon process of absorption of incoming and em
sion of final x-ray photons, the frequencies and polarizat
vectors of which arev, v8 and e1 , e2 , respectively. The
indexk enumerates localized or delocalized core orbitalsck .
~atomic units are here usedh5m5e51, a51/137). The fol-
lowing notations are assumedvnk5E(k21n)2Eo ,
vnk(n)5E(k21n)2E(n21n), dnk5^0uduk21n& and
dkn(n)5^k21nudun21n& are resonant frequencies and dipo
matrix elements of x-ray absorption (k→n) and emission
(n→k) transitions, respectively.vnn5E(n21n)2Eo is a
frequency for the optical excitationn→n and is equal to the
difference between energiesE(n21n) and Eo of excited
un21n& and groundu0& molecular states;Gnk is the half
width at half maximum~HWHM! of the x-ray absorption
line k→n. For the randomly oriented gas or solvent mo
ecules, orientational averaging should be conducted. A
tailed description of this referring to the case of random
oriented molecules can be found in Ref. 18. The range
validity of the Kramers–Heisenberg formula~2! has been
discussed in, for example, Ref. 12.

The nonresonant x-ray emission spectra are obtaine
having the energy of the bombarding particles transcend
core ionization threshold. In this situation the x-ray emiss
spectral profile is practically independent of the excitat
energy and the excitation agency~photon, electron or heavy
particle!. Owing to this fact the spectral shape of x-ray em
sion has been described often using a two-step model
the emission decoupled from the excitation. By contrast,
shapes of resonant x-ray emission spectra are depende
the way of preparation of the core excited state of the tar
and with use of energy tunable photon sources, the x
emission spectra are observed to be strongly frequency
pendent when the excitation frequency approaches the x
photo-absorption threshold. The accompanying theoret
descriptions must then switch from a two-step to a one-s
model ~Eqs. 1, 2, 3!, thus with the excitation and the de
excitation treated as one, nonseparable, scattering even
Downloaded 09 Jul 2002 to 130.238.194.246. Redistribution subject to A
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A major feature of the resonant x-ray scattering in ge
eral, and so also for this study, is the interference effect. T
effect can strongly influence the spectral shape. The requ
ment for interference to occur is that there are two or m
degenerate or quasi-degenerate intermediate core ex
states that can be excited coherently, and which can deca
the same final state. The interference between the scatte
channels is thus caused by a coherence between diffe
core states simultaneously excited. The coherence and i
ference between core-excited states is small when the en
gap is small in comparison withAG21V2 whereG denotes
the lifetime of the core excited state andV is the detuning
frequency19 ~difference between resonant and actual exc
tion frequencies!. The intermediate interfering states can al
belong to a continuous spectrum, which takes place in so
for excitation above the ionization threshold or when t
core excitation refers to dissociative states.

Theoretical simulations are carried out by taking a rep
unit as a model molecule of the polymer system for PMP
and PDPV; for PPV two repeat units were also tested. Me
ods for calculations of nonresonant x-ray emission spe
have indeed been implemented in anab initio band theory
framework, see Ref. 20, however, with limitation on the a
plicable size of the unit cell. In the present case a restrict
to one single repeat unit find motivation in the fact that re
tively flat bands are obtained for the studied polym
systems.21 The geometry of the model molecules were o
tained by using the AM1 Hamiltonian,22 in the MOPAC pro-
gram, and periodic boundary conditions. The torsion an
among the phenyl rings, in PPV was assumed to be 7°
found in a neutron diffraction experiment.23 The polymer
repeat unit formulae are shown in Fig. 2. The transition
pole moments and the energy levels (k,n,n) involved in the
cross section formula are obtained from frozen orbital, sy
metry delocalized, Hartree–Fock calculations. The sep
tion of energy levels in the spectra are identical to those
the valence levels as measured by ultraviolet photoelec
spectroscopy, while intensities obvisouly are different due
the different physical processes. This holds always for
nonresonant x-ray emission spectra, but also for the reso
x-ray emission spectra as long as the frozen orbital appr
mation is valid. Assuming this approximation, as we do he
the screening of the occupied levels by the core-excited e
tron is neglected. The direct SCF program DISCO24 modi-
fied for STEX calculations25 has been employed in orbita
energy and dipole transition moment calculations. The sim
lated results are presented in Figs. 4, 6, and 7 as bar diag
and as continuous spectra where each bar has been co
luted with a gaussian function with a full width at half max
mum of 0.5 eV.

IV. RESULTS

A. Nonresonant inelastic x-ray scattering spectra

Experimental nonresonant inelastic x-ray scatt
ing spectra~NRIXS! of the poly~phenylenevinylene!s ex-
cited with 310 eV photon-energy aligned together with t
NEXAFS spectra are presented in Fig. 3. The spectrum
benzene, the main part of which is well understood,26 is also
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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included for comparison. The energy scales of the spe
have been aligned by using the elastic peak in the R
spectra presented later. The detailed discussion of
NEXAFS spectra is planned to be given elsewhere.27 The
NRIXS spectra of all systems can be grossly subdivided
6 bands in the energy range from 265 to 283 eV. The b
patterns of the poly~phenylenevinylene!s resemble those o
benzene, and it is therefore relevant to analyze benzene

FIG. 3. Experimental nonresonant x-ray scattering spectra excited at 3
eV photon energy aligned together with the absorption spectra.

FIG. 4. Calculated nonresonant x-ray scattering spectra of benzene,
PMPV and PDPV. FHWM50.5 eV is used in convolution.
Downloaded 09 Jul 2002 to 130.238.194.246. Redistribution subject to A
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Benzene has ground stateD6h symmetry with 9 outer
valence MO levels with intensity in the NRIXS spectra. A
shown in the bar diagram of Fig. 4 the simulations pla
these MO’s into 6 groups using a binding energy scale«
5I 1s2hn, whereI 1s is theC1s ionization potential andhn
the photon energy of the emitted x-ray photon!. The six
bands, which are denoted by the italic letters fromA to F
from the high energy side, can thus be assigned to x-

.0

V,

FIG. 5. Experimental resonant x-ray inelastic scattering spectra excite
284.8 eV photon energy.

FIG. 6. Calculated resonant x-ray inelastic scattering spectra excite
284.8 eV photon energy. FHWM50.5 eV is used in convolution.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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transitions involving the 1e1g , 3e2g11a2u , 3e1u11b2u

12b1u , 3a1g , 2e2g , 2e1u MO’s, respectively. The latte
two bands are weak because of the 2s character of the cor-
responding MOs and presumably also because of the br
down of the molecular orbital picture with accompanyi
correlation state splittings.28

The NRIXS spectrum of PPV is simulated by consid
ing two repeat units of the polymer, which consists of tw
phenyl ring and two vinylene subgroups. Population analy
with respect to the phenyl ring and the vinylene groups
been carried out for valence MO’s referring to bandA; see
Table I. Transitions from the highest occupied molecular
bital ~HOMO! level, which isp bonding between phenyl an
vinylene, results in an edge structure at the low binding
ergy ~BE! frontier of bandA. Transitions No. 2, 3 and 4
which correspond to different admixtures ofp MO’s of the
phenyl and vinylene groups~see Table I!, form band A.
Similar analysis can be applied to the remaining bands. O
finds that the number of transitions with main phenyl ch
acter dominate each band, and all transitions have sim
intensities within a band. These two features explain the c
spicuous resemblance of NRIXS spectra of benzene
PPV.

Similar arguments hold for PMPV and PDPV. Becau
there are more phenyl rings in the repeat units in PMPV
PDPV ~3 and 4 phenyl rings connect with a vinylene grou
respectively, see Fig. 2!, one can expect an even clear
benzene-like appearance in the NRIXS spectra of these c
pounds. Results for spectral simulations for the PMPV a
PDPV compounds by considering one repeat unit are sh
in Fig. 4. They are in good agreement with experiment a
also resemble benzene. Going from PPV to PMPV a
PDPV, two systematic features can be observed in both
perimental and computed spectra. Firstly, the edge struc
at the frontier of bandA becomes less clear and the relati
intensity of bandA becomes larger. These changes refer
the enhanced phenyl character of the transitions in the b

Besides the 6-band structure, there exists a weak fea
at the high-energy side of the NRIXS spectrum~at about 284
eV! in benzene and in the poly~phenylenevinylene!s. Its high
position—about 4 eV higher than the emission energy fr
the HOMO level in benzene—suggests involvement of a
ferent initial state, namely one in which the core ionization
accompanied by a simultaneous excitation to a virtual M
i.e. a shake-up transition. Such transitions are known to
sult in satellite structures both in XPS and NRIXS, in t
latter case as an initial state for a valence to core de

TABLE I. Binding energies and functional group population for theA band
in PPV.

Binding Population~%!

Band Transition energy phenyl ring vinylene

A 1 7.31 62.7 37.3
2 9.05 65.3 34.7
3 9.35 100.0 0.0
4 9.44 100.0 0.0
5 10.81 53.3 46.7
Downloaded 09 Jul 2002 to 130.238.194.246. Redistribution subject to A
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These so-called Wentzel-Druyvesteyn~WD! satellites29,30

have weak intensity due to their multielectron nature, but
nevertheless often visible on the high-energy sides of
main XES spectra.

B. Resonant x-ray inelastic scattering spectra

The resonant x-ray inelastic scattering spectra~RIXS!
were recorded by tuning the incident x-ray photon beam
the firstp* resonance~284.8 eV! and are presented in Fig. 5
The simulated spectra shown in Fig. 6 are found to ag
with the experimental ones. Similarly to the nonreson
case, the resonant spectra of poly~phenylenevinylene!s dem-
onstrate a strong similarity with the resonant spectrum
benzene. Before going through the poly~phenylenevi-
nylene!s, we briefly recapitulate the spectrum of benzene26

then focus on the energy range corresponding to bandsA and
B of the nonresonant spectrum. The lowest unoccupied
lecular orbital ~LUMO! is 1e2u ~using ground stateD6h

point group symmetry!. So when the incident x-ray is tune
to 1e2u , only electrons occupying the ungerade MO’s c
fill up the C1s hole MO (1e2g) according to the parity selec
tion rule for resonant x-ray emission~gerade–gerade an
ungerade–ungerade!. This assumes that the core excited st
maintains the same symmetry as the ground state (D6h). In
particular, the HOMO 1e1g level, corresponding to emissio
energy around 280 eV will be symmetry forbidden. This
the reason that the emission bandA of highest energy in the
nonresonant spectrum disappears in the resonant spec
The bandB at 278 eV in the nonresonant spectrum, whi
originates in emission from the 3e2g11a2u levels, should
also be depleted in the resonant case due to symmetry s
tion. Although it does show reduced intensity, there is a s
nificant intensity remaining, which was argued as being d
to a final state vibronic coupling effect in Ref. 26.

For the poly~phenylenevinylene!s, there exists no sym
metry at all, and one could expect from this point of vie
that the resonant and nonresonant XES spectra would
similar. On the other hand if the vinylene groups exert on
small perturbations on the phenyl ring the local electro
structure of the benzene molecule can remain intact
since the x-ray process is local one can then argue tha
‘‘effective’’ symmetry selection can be restored. The expe
mental spectra for poly~phenylenevinylene!s indeed show
benzene-like features also in the resonant case, with the b
A intensity considerably reduced. As seen in Fig. 7 the t
oretical simulations implementing the full one-ste
Kramers–Heisenberg formula but excluding the correlat
between transitions~dipole moment of each transition wa
squared before summation! show non-resonant features wit
strong intensity for bandA ~Fig. 4!. Thus the restoration o
the effective symmetry selection~as well as the benzen
similarity! must be ascribed tochannel interference; the x-
ray scattering of the different close-lying core-hole states
terfere in such a way that the total signal is depleted.
estimate the chemical splitting of theC1s→p* transitions
from the phenyl ring and vinylene core sites, a static e
change~STEX! calculation has been carried out for PPV.
gives a maximum for the energy splittings of 0.18 eV for t
C1s→p* excitations corresponding to different core sit
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~actually also for theC1s ionization potentials!. Such a small
value is comparable with the lifetime broadening of the c
excited states and explains the strong interference effec

Similar arguments hold for the bandB. It is the most
intense band in the XE simulations, but reduces consider
for the resonant case, provided interference is taken into
count. It refers to the 3e2g emission which is symmetry for
bidden in benzene, but has probablya2u derived intensity, as
well, which is forbidden but not nonzero in benzene~see
above!. BandC has contributions mostly from the MO’s o
the phenyl ring which are symmetry allowed in theD6h

group representation. It comes out as the most intensive b
in the resonant spectra of the poly-phenylene-vinylene c
pounds.

Geometry optimizations of the compounds indica
small changes of the internal benzene geometries. As m
tioned above we find small chemical shifts inC1s→p* ex-
citation energies corresponding to different localized carb
sites. The XE spectra are fairly insensitive to the actual
ometries~which agrees with the obvious fact that the spec
of the different compounds are quite similar!. The RIXS
spectra are more geometry—and electronic structure—
pendent in that the interference effects become weaken
the chemical shifts increase.

V. DISCUSSION

The present results have a strong tie to both the sym
try selection observed in molecules and the famous mom
tum conservation rule for incoming and scattered photon
solid state RIXS.17,31–33 The latter approximation holds in
the frozen orbital approximation and rests on the interfere
effect; when the interference of the RIXS channels throu
core hole states on different atoms is neglected then mom

FIG. 7. Calculated resonant x-ray inelastic scattering spectra excite
284.8 eV photon energy, not including interference effects. FHWM50.5 eV
is used in convolution.
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tum conservation breaks down. This leads to a strong dep
dence of the RIXS spectral shape on the excitation ene
which has been confirmed by several experiments.34–36 The
selection rules for the RIXS tensor in molecular system12

observed in many cases,37 constitute the molecular analog o
the momentum conservation law. As theoretically predic
in Refs. 17 and 33 this law implies a shift of the threshold
RIXS of alkali metals and inp-electron systems, and pre
dicts zero RIXS intensity for occupiedp bands inp-electron
systems, which is very well confirmed in the present work
simple explanation of this fact is given in Ref. 33, whic
shows the important role of interference for this effect a
that this ‘‘vanished’’ RIXS intensity is transferred to th
elastic cross section, which is not equal to zero in the forb
den region.

The electron-photon, electron-phonon and electron-co
hole interactions violate the momentum conservation l
and allow emission in the forbiddenp region. Although the
present compounds are not purep-electron systems one ca
still regard the amount of intensity in the ‘‘forbidden’’A
band region as an indication of the strength of these inte
tions. As shown recently,38,39 the effective strength of the
electron-phonon interaction can be significantly reduc
even by small detuning of the incident x-ray photon fr
quency below the absorption band.

We note that by combining the resonant and the n
resonant XE spectra, one can obtain the band gap of
compound. It equals the energy difference between the e
tic peak in the RIXS spectrum and the front edge of t
nonresonant XE spectrum of the experimental spectra. T
are close to 2.8 eV for all the PPV, PMPV, and PDPV po
mers. These quantities seem to fall in between the va
obtained from optical absorption spectroscopy,40 2.45 eV for
PPV, and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy 3.1 eV
PPV.41 The differences might refer to the different broade
ing mechanisms for the bands and to the actual identifica
of the adiabatic or vertical transition energies which mig
come out differently in the different kinds of spectroscopie

VI. SUMMARY

Resonant and nonresonant x-ray scattering spectra
various poly~phenylenevinylene!s have been measured wit
monochromatic synchrotron radiation. As in benzene a
other molecular organic systems,42,26,43,44the analysis based
on ab initio canonical Hartree–Fock theory reproduced t
main features of the poly~phenylenevinylene!s. The con-
spicuous resemblance with benzene in both resonant
nonresonant spectra indicates no major electronic or geo
ric structure changes in the phenyl rings connecting wit
vinylene group, and indicates also that the phenyl ring wo
as an excellent building block for these spectra. T
benzene-like features in the RIXS spectra of the poly~phe-
nylenevinylene!s are interpreted as the result of a stro
channel interference. Only by accounting for this interfe
ence thep-electron emission derived from the forbiddene1g

level in benzene vanishes for the polymers. The connec
with the momentum conservation law was pointed out, a
that the remaining intensity observed should be taken as
indication of the interactions not accounted for in the froz

at
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orbital approximation—the electron-photon, electron-phon
and electron-core-hole interactions—and which also bre
the momentum conservation rule.33

Two other aspects were presented and discussed in
paper, namely that the edges of the occupied bands in
case could be identified in the nonresonant spectra, and
the subtraction of the measured core-excitation~LUMO reso-
nance! and nonresonant HOMO emission energies give
alternative way to determine the optical band gap. Both th
aspects, as well as the building block character and the
ticular interference effects here studied, might be worth
ploiting for other types of polymers as possible diagnos
tools.
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